
 

GUEST POSTING GUIDELINES FOR MUSINGS OF THE LAME 

PERSONAL ADOPTION STORIES 

Guest posts are accepted from most anyone, adoptees, birthparents, adoptive parents, extended families affected 

by adoption, etc; form a first person perspective.  

For personal stories, as it is your story, your voice, any means of style, language usage, etc is acceptable.  

I usually add a quick intro in the beginning and edit with subheadings for search purposes.  

The title and meta data will also be created. 

I do use images for every post, so if you do not supply one, I will find one that is appropriate. 

If you have a personal blog or website I will link to them as well. Short author bios can also be included at the end 

with links and an author photo if desired. 

You are welcome to continue the conversation via commentary with other readers and those are also not edited as 

it is your story, your response. I do not censor commentary from my readers. 

Guest Authors are welcome to use their real names or retain anonymity if you so desired. 

PROFESSIONALLY PLACED GUEST POSTS 

For corporate entities desiring to submit guest posts to Musings of the Lame for SEO or traffic purposes, the 

guidelines are slightly different. 

Due to the nature of the my blog; posts submitted MUST be about adoption in some form.  If it is not an adoption 

based post, then it does not belong on my blog. 

My readers have a certain level of expectation that I will not sacrifice. Posts should be a minimum of 750 words to 

retain consistency within the blog. 

Posts that portray adoption as a "loving option", "a wonderful way to build families" or some other form of 

positive promotional view, even in just one sentence, will just not do. 

The introduction will identify the post placement as a needed.  

If needed, for consistency within the blog format, I will add sub-headers if they are not completed previously when 

submitted. 

The title and meta data will also be created. If there are specific keywords desired, then please submit them as 

well. 

Hypertext linking is acceptable to exterior sites; PLEASE NOTE: I will NOT allow any linking to adoption agencies, 

adoption professionals or anyone who profits from the separation of mothers and children.  



I do use images for every post, so if you do not supply one, I will find one that is appropriate. 

Short author bios can also be included at the end with links and an author photo if desired. 

I do not censor commentary from my readers. 

 

 

 

 

 


